We report on a study of the measurement techniques used to determine the leptonic forward-backward asymmetry of top anti-top quark pairs in Tevatron experiments with a proton anti-proton initial state. Recently it was shown that a fit of the differential asymmetry as a function of q l η l (where q l is the charge of the lepton from the cascade decay of the top quarks and η l is the final pseudorapidity of the lepton in the detector frame) to a hyperbolic tangent function can be used to extrapolate to the full leptonic asymmetry. We find this empirical method to well reproduce the results from current experiments, and present arguments as to why this is the case. We also introduce two more models, based on Gaussian functions, that better model the q l η l distribution. With our better understanding, we find that the asymmetry is mainly determined by the shift of the mean of the q l η l distribution, the main contribution to the inclusive asymmetry comes from the region around |q l η l | = 1, and the extrapolation from the detector-covered region to the inclusive asymmetry is stable via a multiplicative scale factor, giving us confidence in the previously reported experimental results. * zqhong@fnal.gov 1 2
INTRODUCTION
Recent measurements of the forward-backward asymmetry (A FB ) of top anti-top quark pair (tt) production in proton anti-proton collisions with √ s = 1.96 TeV at the Fermilab Tevatron [1] [2] [3] have shown anomalously large values compared to the predictions from the standard model (SM) of particle physics at next-to-leading order (NLO) [4] . This is of great interest as new particles or interactions could cause the A FB of tt (A tt FB ) to be different from SM-only predictions [5] . An alternative observable that could be also affected is the forward-backward asymmetry of the leptons from the cascade decay of the top quarks, the so-called leptonic forward-backward asymmetry (A l FB ) [6] . In addition, A l FB can deviate further from its SM prediction in the scenarios that the top quarks are produced with a certain polarization. For example, resonant production of tt via a hypothesized axigluon could cause the A tt FB to vary from its SM value; while different chiral couplings between the axigluons and the top quarks could produce the same value of A tt FB , but very different values of A l FB [7] . For a sample of tt events that decay into one or more charged leptons, the A l FB is defined as
where N is the number of charged leptons (electrons or muons) in the sample, q l is the lepton charge, and η l is the pseudorapidity of the charged lepton. The measurement of A l FB has been done in both the lepton+jets final state (where only one W boson from the top quarks decays leptonically) and the dilepton final state (where both W bosons decay leptonically) at both the CDF [8, 9] and the D0 [10, 11] experiments using different methods. Of critical importance for this measurement is the methodology to extrapolate from the finite coverage of the experiments (|η l | < 1.25 and |η l | < 2.0 in the lepton+jets and dilepton final states respectively) to the full pseudorapidity range (inclusive) parton-level result. A method, first proposed in Ref. [8] , is to decompose the measured q l η l distribution into a symmetric part (S(q l η l ) term) and an asymmetric part (differential forward-backward asymmetry, A(q l η l ) term). Studies indicated that the S(q l η l ) term was nearly model independent; using a distribution estimated with any sample of simulated events only introduces a small systematic uncertainty.
Equally important is that the A(q l η l ) term was found to vary significantly from model to model as a function of A l FB , allowing for a measurement; this part is measured directly from data. Interestingly, empirical studies showed that a hyperbolic tangent function could be used to model the A(q l η l ) term with a measurement bias that was negligible compared to the other uncertainties.
In this article, we first briefly describe the parametrization introduced by Ref. [8] , then introduce more detailed studies of the parton level q l η l distribution to both understand why the hyperbolic tangent function works so well, and to see what improvements could be made with a better understanding. We find that the q l η l distribution is actually well described by a double-Gaussian distribution, where the asymmetry arises from a shift in the mean of the distribution. We conclude this manuscript with the implications of this modeling, as well as our thoughts for future measurements.
LEPTONIC A FB MEASUREMENTS AT THE TEVATRON
To study the q l η l distribution with different physical scenarios, we used six benchmark Monte Carlo (MC) simulated samples. To model the SM we consider two leadingorder (LO) SM samples generated by pythia [12] and alpgen [13] , and for NLO effects we use a sample generated with powheg [14] [15] [16] [17] ; we note that the powheg sample does have quantum chromodynamics (QCD) effects, but does not have electroweak (EWK) effects [18] . To test the measurement on a larger range of A l FB , we consider three samples with physics beyond the SM, with a class of relatively light and wide axigluons (m = 200 GeV/c 2 , Γ = 50 GeV/c 2 ) with left-handed, right-handed and axial flavor-universal couplings to the quarks [7] , generated with madgraph [19] . These are chosen as they all predict an A tt FB value that is close to the value observed at CDF [1] , but give very different predictions of A l FB [7, 9] . The q l η l distributions at parton level for all six benchmark tt samples are shown in Fig. 1 . The A Table I along with a full NLO SM calculation, together with the results of the measurements from CDF and D0 in both the lepton+jets and dilepton final states. We note that the measurement from D0 in the lepton+jets final state is limited to the region where |q l η l | < 1.5. Later in this article we provide a stable extrapolation of the A l FB in this region to the inclusive A l FB . Lepton+jets, |q l η l | < 1.5 0.044 ± 0.039 Dilepton
As described in Ref. [8, 9] , the q l η l distribution of the leptons can be decomposed into an S(q l η l ) term and an A(q l η l ) term using the following formulas in the range 
where N (q l η l ) represents the number of events as a function of q l η l . With this, the
(1) can be rewritten in terms of S(q l η l ) and A(q l η l ) as:
The S(q l η l ) term and the A(q l η l ) term distributions from the benchmark samples are shown in Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b , respectively. We can readily see that the variation of the S(q l η l ) term among the benchmark tt samples is small, so choosing any one of them for the measurement introduces an uncertainty that is tiny compared to the dominant uncertainties. We will come back to the small differences for q l η l < 0.2 and show why they do not have much effect on the measurement. On the other hand, the A(q l η l ) term varies significantly from model to model. The A(q l η l ) term has been well described in the region |q l η l | < 2.0 using the ansatz of
where a is a free parameter that is directly related to the final asymmetry. Best fits of the data to the a · tanh model from Eq. (4) (4) from the A(q l η l ) term (restricting the fit within the region q l η l < 2.0 to simulate a detector) is shown in Fig. 3 . The differences are on the order of a fraction of a percent, which is tiny compared to the dominant uncertainties listed in Table I [8, 9] .
While the methodology works well, the parametrization of Eq. (4) We will further see that the choice of the observable A l FB is advantageous because it uses the precise measurement of the value of q l η l for each lepton. Thus, the bin-to-bin migration of events due to detector smearing is small, and has no measurable effect on the final value of A l FB . However, we will also see that judicious choices of the binning, especially at large |q l η l |, are important when using fitting and extrapolation techniques.
SINGLE AND DOUBLE GAUSSIAN MODELING
The q l η l distributions in Fig. 1 appear to be roughly Gaussian distributed with a non-zero mean. However, the Gaussian model is only good in the small-|q l η l | region. Figure 4 shows the q l η l distribution at parton level from the powheg tt sample with a fit to a Gaussian function, but with the fit restricted to |q l η l | < 1.4. Note that the fit is not good for |q l η l | > 1.4. This simple model is clearly insufficient.
Before moving on to a better model, we use this simple model to illustrate the methodology. We note that the number of events in the interval (q l η l , q l η l +δ(q l η l )) can be readily calculated using
where C is a normalization constant, µ is the mean of the distribution and σ is the width of the distribution. We can then calculate A(q l η l ) with this function:
We note that it has the form of a hyperbolic tangent function, but with the parameter inside the function argument, not an overall scaling factor as in Eq. (4).
Since the single Gaussian function works only in the small |q l η l | region, we tried a more sophisticated model, and found that the sum of two Gaussian functions with a common mean works very well at describing the data, even at large values of q l η l . We have not uncovered an a priori explanation why this should be so, but it appears to be true for all the models we considered [20] . We use the functional form:
where C is a normalization constant, r is a multiplicative factor that covers the relative normalization of the two components and σ 1 and σ 2 are the widths of the two different distributions. Fig. 5 shows a comparison between the best fit and the parton level data. This functional form works well for all our benchmark signal samples; the two σ terms and the r term are very consistent as shown in Fig. 6 . We find σ 1 = 0.91, σ 2 = 1.61 and r = 0.11. More importantly, the mean (µ) varies significantly from one sample to another, and appears to be linear with A l FB . From here on, we assume the two σ terms and the r term have the best fit values from the benchmark samples for further studies.
The double-Gaussian modeling allows for closed form calculations of the S(q l η l ) and the A(q l η l ) terms as well as the inclusive A l FB using just the µ, σ 1 , σ 2 and r parameters. We find the S(q l η l ) term and the A(q l η l ) term have the functional forms of
, and (8a)
It is not clear how to simplify these. However, the inclusive A l FB from Eq. (3) can be simplified to
This functional form is shown in Fig. 7 , and, in the limit of µ ≪ σ 1 , which corresponds Fig. 7a , we find that A l FB = 1.22 · µ which approximates the data well.
The SM prediction and most models of new physics (and the current data) all have values of A l FB < 0.2, so this can have a significant impact in simplifying the measurements. We can show the distribution of the S(q l η l ) and A(q l η l ) from Eq. (8) with µ = −0.1, 0.02 and 0.2 in Fig. 8 . The S(q l η l ) term is largely unchanged except for small values of q l η l as previously noted, and the A(q l η l ) term varies significantly.
We also note that the distribution looks like a hyperbolic tangent function for q l η l < 2, but has different structures for larger values of q l η l .
A second set of important results comes from a description of of how much contribution there is to the total asymmetry as a function of q l η l (the differential contribution).
It can be calculated as
Parton level Note that the agreement is not good for |q l η l | > 1.4.
Parton level where the denominator normalizes the area under the curve to be the total asymetry.
The results are shown in Fig. 9a for the same three µ values. In some ways the three curves look very different, but they do share some common features. While the area under the curve is strongly dependent on µ, the shape of the distribution looks remarkably similar for all three curves. To see the similarity, we plot the normalized shape by rewriting Eq. (10) such that the integral under the curve is equal to unity.
Specifically:
The results are shown in Fig. 9b and we note that the shape of the differential contribution stays remarkably stable.
We are now able to make a number of further observations. First, the dominant contribution to the overall asymmetry comes from the region around |q l η l | = 1, which is the place where the detectors have excellent coverage and resolution. We can also see why the slight mismodeling in the vicinity of q l η l = 0 in the S(q l η l ) term, as shown in Fig. 2a , and the mismodeling from the a · tanh description in the region where q l η l > 2.5 in the A(q l η l ) term would only introduce small biases in the overall measurement compared to the dominant uncertainties. Specifically, even though most of the events have |q l η l | < 0.1, the contribution to A l FB from this region is ∼2%. Similarly, the q l η l region where there is no detector coverage at CDF or D0, |q l η l | > 2.0, contributes ∼11% to the inclusive A l FB ; conversely, the region where the a · tanh fit performs poorly, |q l η l | > 2.5, contributes only 4%. In addition, the constancy of the shape of the differential contribution provides an explanation for why the extrapolation technique from the measured A l FB to the inclusive A l FB is robust. The fraction of the A l FB within certain |q l η l | ranges are shown in Fig. 10 , and some interesting numbers corresponding to typical lepton coverages at CDF and D0 are listed in Table II The curves are normalized to S(q l η l ) · A(q l η l ) dq l η l = 1 as in Eq. (11) . In this case, we can see that the differential contribution to the asymmetry as a function of q l η l is largely independent of the value of µ for small values of µ. Table II . The horizontal line indicates that the fraction asymptotes to one as the q l η l coverage goes to infinity. 
COMPARING THE SENSITIVITY OF THE a · tanh, SINGLE-GAUSSIAN AND DOUBLE-GAUSSIAN MODELS
We compare the sensitivity of the possible measurement techniques in a number of ways. First we compare them visually, then we consider how well the different measurement techniques would work. Fig 11 shows the A(q l η l ) term and the differential contribution to the inclusive A l FB as a function of q l η l from the powheg sample, overlaid with the best fit from the a · tanh model, the single-Gaussian model and the double-Gaussian model described in this article, when we only consider events with |q l η l | < 2.0. All three models fit this q l η l region well. Since the region |q l η l | < 2.0 is where most of the contribution to A l FB comes from, all three models (including the single-Gaussian model) get back to the inclusive A l FB of the sample reasonably well. The double-Gaussian model fits the asymmetric part better in the q l η l region above 2.0 than the tanh model, thus the differential contribution predicted by the double-Gaussian model lines up with the powheg predicted points marginally better.
However, as stated earlier, the improvement is in the region where the contribution to the inclusive A l FB is small, thus the improvement in the resultant A l FB using the double-Gaussian model is very small. Fig. 12 shows the double-Gaussian model fit to the A(q l η l ) distribution for all the six benchmark samples at parton level. A comparison with Fig. 2b shows that the double-Gaussian model matches all the simulated samples better than the a·tanh model, although the differences are mostly in the highq l η l region where the contribution to the inclusive A l FB is small, and there is no data from the experiments in this region.
We next compare how well the various methods will work for real data by considering just the set of powheg simulated events within |q l η l | < 2.0 and employing different methodologies to see how well each reproduces the inclusive A l FB of 0.0236. We performed 10000 pseudo-experiments by varying the dN (q l η l )/d(q l η l ) distribution with statistical fluctuations for about 1 million simulated events. We then measured A l FB for each pseudo-experiment using each of the four methods:
1. A pure counting of the number of events with positive and negative q l η l values, with a correction for the limited detector coverage using the correction factor of 0.93 (see Table II ) to extrapolate to the inclusive value 2. Fitting the a·tanh model to the A(q l η l ) term of the distribution for the parameter a and calculating the inclusive A l FB using the S(q l η l ) distribution and Eq. (3) 3. Fitting the asymmetric part of the double-Gaussian model to the A(q l η l ) term of the distribution for the parameter µ and calculating the inclusive A l FB with Eq. (9) 4. Fitting the double-Gaussian model to the q l η l distribution itself for the parameter µ and calculating the inclusive A l FB again with Eq. (9) The results of the pseudo-experiments are shown in Table III. The average of the pseudo-experiments for each method is always within one standard deviation of the input A l FB value, indicating none have noticeable bias. As expected, the pure counting method has the largest uncertainty, as the fits incorporate the additional shape information to reduce the uncertainties. While there does not seem to be much difference in the sensitivity of the fitting methods, we note that the fit on the A(q l η l ) term has the systematic advantage over the pure fit to the mean, µ, of the full dN (q l η l )/d(q l η l ) distribution as most of the systematic uncertainties due to the acceptance of the detector are expected to cancel out [8] . Thus, we favor the use of the fit on the A(q l η l ) distribution over the simple counting for resolution reasons, and over the fit on the full distribution for robustness reasons. Between the two fits on the A(q l η l ) term, we see that the a · tanh formulation is easier to work with, but further checks to see if there are other effects due to detector response should be considered.
We next test how well the a · tanh and the double-Gaussian methods reproduce the inclusive A l FB values for all 6 simulated samples with only events within |q l η l | < 2.0. A comparison of results is given in Table IV . Though the double-Gaussian model works better in the high q l η l region, the impact on the A l FB measurement is negligible compared to the dominant uncertainties in the measurement (∼0.02 in the lepton+jets final state [8] and ∼0.05 in the dilepton final state [9] ). Finally, on a related measurement note we point out that, because of the predicted structure in the high-q l η l region, when computing A(q l η l ) the choice of the q l η l bin centroids and widths should be made with care. Each bin should contain a reasonable number of events to avoid statistical fluctuations; on the other hand, as shown in Fig. 12 , the curve is changing drastically above q l η l ∼ 1.5, thus a simple fit through ei-ther the bin center or the bin centroid could introduce a sizeable systematic uncertainty if the bin is overly wide.
CONCLUSION
We have described the q l η l distribution from the leptonic cascade decays of tt events produced at the Tevatron and the corresponding A l FB that can be determined from it. Many data measurements have been produced in this final state, all of which only have coverage of |η| < 2.0, and some have used a empirical functional form of a · tanh to extrapolate from the limited detector η coverage to an inclusive parton-level estimate.
We now understand that this excellent approximation is fortuitous but robust. The a · tanh parametrization is an approximation that is only good for values of |q l η l | < 2.5, but it is more than good enough for the Tevatron experiments. It may well be useful for all Tevatron experiments to report their A l FB in the restricted q l η l regimes as well as measurements of the a term in the a · tanh formulation if possible.
Our studies show that a more sophisticated empirical function, which takes the form of the sum of two Gaussian functions with a common mean, and with empirically determined values of the two σ and r parameters, describes the q l η l distribution better at all q l η l values. This functional form has not yielded a simple closed form for the A(q l η l ) term. While the double-Gaussian parametrization is better in principle, in practice using it does not provide additional useful measurement sensitivity and it is more cumbersome to use. On the other hand, this better understanding of the expected shapes lead to some interesting and useful conclusions in addition to the confidence we now have in the methods previously being employed. First, it is advantageous to think of the asymmetry as coming from the shift of the mean of the q l η l distribution. To a good degree of approximation, measuring the A l FB is equivalent to measuring the mean, µ, in the limit of small A l FB ; measuring the A(q l η l ) term of the distribution is one of a number of ways to do so, which also takes advantage of the cancelling of the systematic uncertainties caused by the detector response in the measurement. Ultimately, we now understand that the dominant contribution to the inclusive A Fig. 2b where we fit the same data, but using the a · tanh function.
